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Line drawings on the wall hark hidden traces of childhood, loss, reminiscence, change and pixelating nostalgia. Nandan Ghiya’s practice looks at the

past while exploring a loss of identity in the context of age, growing up and the process of drawing time through mediums. The use of old frames and

images used by the artist to create works, pushes materials beyond their original aesthetic value and adds personal meanings of ideas and thoughts

from memory. ‘Babu’s scribbles’ stem from drawings made by the artist’s son between 2012 – 16. Children do not have an immediate understanding

of boundaries – it is only once layers of society build in, that rules become a form of meaning and the line becomes its own being. A child’s venture

on walls is about a time gone by in innocence, explorations and family.

We repeatedly move through pixels of time, where our systems of understanding are constantly being revised. Ghiya embraces rawness and the

blemishes that do not have a chance to change. As one walks through the space, some of these drawings appear in large inescapable forms, and

corners sprout lines that emerge from the architecture of the space with child-like spontaneity. While the drawings hold an exact and personal

memory of association for the artist, they take on the universality of the image and a parent’s struggle to cope with detachment. The lines ponder on

the way time in recorded through personal incidents. Occasionally, the residue of an image lingers, and the line becomes a structure of threaded time

as it traces itself around these lurking memories.

Nandan Ghiya (b. 1980) has an experimental art practice that challenges perceptions and perspective of mediums and a young-generation of a

country with long-standing histories and cultures within a fast globalising world. With a Diploma in Fashion Design from NIFT, New Delhi, the artist

addresses issues of the 21st century and the influx of images and memory through found objects and photographs. He has had over five solo

exhibitions in Delhi, Jaipur, Mumbai and Hong Kong, and has participated in numerous group shows including Ellipses, Jawahar Kala Kendra, Jaipur

(2019), Memory Weave of Pixels and Patterns, Tansukh, Hyderabad (2017), Utopie, Hamburg (2015), San Jose Museum of Art and Ulrich Museum of

Art, Kansas (2015) and the Dhaka Art Summit (2014) amongst others. The artist is based in Jaipur.
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Babu’s scribbles c. 2012 – 16; 2020
drawings with acrylic on found wooden frames

30.5” x 15.5”



Babu’s scribbles c. 2012 – 16; 2020
drawings with acrylic on found wooden frames

28.5” x 16 ”



Babu’s scribbles c. 2012 – 16, 2020
drawings with acrylic on found wooden frames
27.5” x 22”, 14.5” x 11.5” 


